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Abstract—A cellular simultaneous recurrent network (CSRN) [111] is a neural network architecture that uses conventional
simultaneous recurrent networks (SRNs), or cells in a cellular
structure. The cellular structure adds complexity, so the training
of CSRNs is far more challenging than that of conventional SRNs.
Computer Go serves as an excellent test bed for CSRNs because
of its clear-cut objective. For the training data, we developed an
accurate theoretical foundation and game tree for the 2x2 game
board. The conventional CSRN architecture suffers from the
multi-valued function problem; our modified CSRN architecture
overcomes the problem by employing ternary coding of the Go
board’s representation and a normalized input dimension
reduction. We demonstrate a 2x2 game tree trained with the
proposed CSRN architecture and the proposed cellular particle
swarm optimization.
Keywords-cellular simultaneous recurrent network, computer
Go, particel swam optimization, neural networks, Baduk, Weiqi

I. INTRODUCTION
CSRNs reportedly have the potential to outperform the
popular multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) [12,13] in that they
can solve the connectedness problem that has yet to be solved
with an MLP architecture. On the other hand, the added
complexity of the CSRN architecture is a two-edged sword in
that training the network itself is challenging. Along with this
multitude of complexity, the inherent structure interconnecting
adjacent cells further complicates the training process and may
limit the use of CSRNs for new problems. Regardless of these
complexities in both the architecture and training of the
network, studying CSRNs for novel problems is an interesting,
scholarly topic because of its potential to surpass the popular
MLP. For the maze navigation problem, the CSRN was
proposed by Werbos and Pang [1], Ilin et al. [3-5,11] and
White et al. [10], who have been improving its performance.
CSRN was applied to image processing [6-8] and power
applications [9]. Wunsch proposed the closed solution for
CSRN in [2].
Go [18,19], a two-player game especially popular in East
Asia, is gaining more popularity in other regions. The game is
called Baduk in South Korea and Weiqi in China; its history
spans more than 4,000 years. The popularity of Go in the East
exceeds or is comparable to that of Chess in the West.
Researchers in the field of artificial/computational intelligence
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have been paying increasing attention to Go. Computer Go
[16,17] has been recognized as an unconquered challenge to the
artificial intelligence and computational intelligence societies
since 1997, when Garry Kasparov, the human Chess champion,
was defeated by the IBM supercomputer Deep Blue. Computer
Go is considered more than just an unsolved problem; it also
serves as an excellent test bed for novel applications to
practical problems because of its clear-cut objective and the
vast amount of sub-problems that allow for tests of practicality.
For our purpose, using the full-sized Go board is inappropriate
because CSRNs are at their infancy. Instead, we use the
smallest meaningful board size of 2x2 with the hope of
analyzing the CSRN’s operation in full. The 2x2 game tree is
much more involved than we had expected. For example, even
in cooperation with a Go expert, the construction of the game
tree took weeks of work, including the time used to modify the
full board rules for the 2x2 case.
Various types of neural networks have been applied to
computer Go problems. Chan et al. [20] and Zaman and
Wunsch [21] used feedforward networks with temporal
difference (TD) methods for position evaluation. Mayer [26]
applied a similar approach to learn board representation. Cai
and Wunsch used the HDP method [22], and evolutionary
algorithms were used by Kendall et al. [23] and Mayer and
Maier [24]. Wu and Baldi [27] applied recurrent neural
networks to learn the evaluation function, and they are the only
researchers we found who applied a recurrent neural network
structure in computer Go.
The authors make several contributions through this paper.
We are the first, to our knowledge, to use a CSRN to solve a
problem in computer Go. We propose a CSRN trained with
cellular PSO. We also developed an accurate and
comprehensive mathematical foundation and game tree for the
2x2 game board.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
problem by providing an overview of the game of Go,
developing a mathematical foundation for the problem we are
tackling, and presenting the game tree of a 2x2 Go board.
Sections III and IV propose the neural network architecture and
training algorithm we used to solve the problem. The CSRNs
and cellular PSO are explained as a training algorithm for
CSRNs. The simulation results, conclusions and future research
follow.

II. GAME OF GO
A. Game rules and norms
Go has three major sets of rules (Chinese, Japanese and
Korean), and some professional tournaments make minor
modifications to the major rules after careful reviews. The three
major rule sets fall into two categories: area rules and territory
rules. Chinese rules follow area rules, while Japanese and
Korean rules follow territory rules. These rules differ in how
they dictate that the final score be counted, so they affect game
play. On the other hand, the essential rules for both categories
are identical and straightforward.
Rule 1 (Go board): A Go board is an n×n grid on whose
intersections stones are placed. Currently, the norm for a
typical game is a 19x19 board, but smaller board sizes of 5x5,
6x6, 9x9 and 13x13 can be used for educational and research
purposes.
Rule 2 (Players): Two players, black and white, alternately
place a stone on the board. Who places the first stone is
determined by the type of game.
Rule 3 (Purpose of the game): Go is a territory game, so,
according to territory rules, the purpose of the game is to gain
more territories on the board than the opponent. A territory is
an empty intersection seized by a player. According to area
rules, on the other hand, a player with more area wins the game.
An area is a territory with stones surrounding it.
Rule 4 (Types of games: even and handicapped): Black plays
first in an even game, and white in a handicapped game. When
both players, whether amateur or professional, are equally
strong, they play an even game that starts from an empty
board. When amateurs at different levels play a game,
handicap stones are placed on the board before the game
begins to allow two players with different ranks to play a
competitive game.
Rule 5 (Compensation for a white player): A black player has
a significant advantage by playing the first move in a
competitive game. In order to make up for black’s advantage,
the white player receives a score compensation of 6.5, 7.5, or
8, depending on the rules. Though their accuracy remains
under debate, these values, except for 8, are agreed-upon
scores resulting from many game plays by professionals.
Rule 6 (Liberty, group and capture of stones and an eye): A
group of stones refers to one or more stones of the same color
that are connected vertically or in parallel. A group of stones is
captured when the last liberty for that group is removed. A
liberty is an empty, adjacent intersection of a stone connected
by lines drawn on the board. Typically, a group of stones is
captured when it is completely surrounded by the opponent's
stones.
Rule 7 (Illegal moves: suicide and Ko rules): A suicide move is
prohibited. Therefore, placing a stone in an eye surrounded by
the opponent's stones is illegal unless this placement captures
the opponent's group. Another illegal move is one that repeats
the board’s status at the player’s previous move. This rule is
called a Ko rule and was established to avoid infinite game
play. In order to avoid the infinite loop of repeatedly capturing

the opponent's stone, each player must wait one move to
capture an opponent's stone in the disputed territory.
B. The 2x2 game rules
Even if the norm for contemporary Go is to use a 19x19
board for a regular game, several examples show that this norm
can be dismissed for following reasons. First, 5x5, 6x6, 9x9,
and 13x13 boards have been used for educational and research
purposes. Secondly, historical records show that the board size
for typical Go games progressively increased from its original
9x9 size. An example of a larger board is the 25x25 board at
the museum in the Department of Baduk Studies at Myongji
University. Interestingly, the norm for a Go board can be
dismissed not only for size, but also for shape. A non-square
Go board with 361 play points is exhibited at the Go Hall of
Fame and Museum of Nihon Ki-in.
What the above facts signify is that the board size may be
changed to suit one’s purpose. For this study, we chose a 2x2
Go board. Before discussing the 2x2 board, it is necessary to
settle the white player’s compensation. Even though
determining the accurate compensation for a white player is a
prerequisite to properly evaluating a game, no comprehensive
theoretical study has been conducted for this board size. This
work may have been neglected because computer Go
researchers rely on the Go literature for this kind of information,
but the literature focuses on the 19x19 board. A 2x2 board
looks trivial from a Go expert’s perspective, as well as from the
perspective of many computer Go researchers. However, it is
non-trivial from a CSRN perspective. The regular board size is
too large to perform a thorough analysis and must be scaled
down to a level at which analysis is possible. Sei and
Kawashima studied solutions for 4x4 and smaller boards [28].
However, their work is not comprehensive enough for our
proposes, so we had no option but to conduct this tedious study
on our own in close cooperation with a Go expert.
Definition 1 (Play point as a vertex): We call a space on which
a Go stone can be placed a play point.
Definition 2 (Go board as an unordered graph): A Go board is
a grid made of vertical and horizontal lines. An intersection of
a vertical line and a horizontal line forms a play point.
Therefore, a Go board consists of a set of play points.
Corollary 1 (2x2 board): Let two vertical and horizontal lines
on a 2x2 board form four intersections, or play spaces. Then, a
2x2 board has four symmetrical spaces.
Definition 3 (Occupied play point vs. vacant play point): Only
one stone can be placed on a play point at a time. We call a
play point with a stone an occupied play point and a point
without a stone a vacant play point. From graph theory’s
perspective, we name the former an occupied vertex and the
latter a vacant vertex.
Definition 4 (Adjacency of a stone): An adjacency of a stone is
a play point, regardless of its occupancy, located either
vertically or horizontally from the occupied play point of the
stone. A play point in the diagonal location is not adjacent.
Definition 5 (Liberty of a stone): A liberty is a vacant play
point adjacent to a stone.

Proposition 1 (Liberty removal): When the opponent’s stone is
placed on the vacant play point in Definition 5, a liberty of a
stone is removed.
Proposition 2 (Addition of a liberty): When the player’s stone
is placed at an adjacency (Definition 4) of an existing stone, a
liberty or liberties are added to the existing stone on the board.
Definition 6 (Group of stones): Stones of the same color
adjacent to each other form a group.
Corollary 2: A group is a superset of a stone. By convention, a
group may indicate a group of one or multiple stones.

the game. Using area rules, the game’s score is determined by
the total size of the areas.
Corollary 4: An area is a superset of a territory.
Definition 9 (Eye): An eye is a play point or play points that
the opponent can neither play on nor force to be filled.
Definition 10 (Death of a group): A group is dead when it is
not alive [12]. A group is alive if it has at least one liberty or
two (true) eyes.
Corollary 5: The only representative board status that is alive
all the time on the 2x2 board is when two stones of the same
color are located diagonally and no other stone exists on the
board.
Proof. Refer to Definition 9 and Figure 1.d.4.
Definition 11 (Neutral point): A neutral point is a play point
that is neither player’s territory and has no prospects of
becoming a territory. At the end of a game, the vacant play
points in Figure 1.d.2. become neutral points when a game
ends in this board status.
Definition 12 (Pass): A pass is a move by a player that does
not place a stone on a play point. It causes the opponent to
gain the right to play the next move.
Definition 13 (Two consecutive passes): A game is over when
both players pass consecutively or when both players agree to
finish the game.

Figure 1. (a) 2x2 Go board, (b) G2 graph representation of (a), (c)
representative board statuses (labeled 1 from the left). A representative board
status can be rotated and flipped to match other possible board statuses. The
stone color also can be switched, (d) a graph representation of (c), (e) liberties
of (c).

Corollary 3 (Liberties of a 2x2 board): Assuming a 2x2 board
(Corollary 1), a group (Definition 6) can have one or two
liberties.
Proof. Figure 1.d. shows the graph representation of
representative board statuses in Figure 1.c. These
representatives include all possible board statuses that can be
rotated and flipped. Additionally, stone colors can be switched
from black to white and vice versa. Therefore, Figure 1.d.1
(the leftmost board status with a single black stone) represents
eight different board statuses. In Figure 1.e., the possible
liberties are illustrated. No stone can have more than two
liberties.
Definition 7 (A vacant play point as a territory): The
significance of a play point lies in the fact that it has the
potential to become a territory at the end of a game. A vacant
play point secured by a player is counted as a territory at the
end of the game. According to territory rules, e.g., Japanese
and Korean rules, the game’s score is determined by territories.
Definition 8 (A play point as an area): According to area rules,
e.g., Chinese rules, an area includes a territory (Definition 7)
and a stone used to secure the territory. In other words, a play
point secured by a player is counted as an area at the end of

Lemma 1: A player cannot make an eye on a 2x2 board when
both players play optimally because of the rule to play
alternately. Two eyes can be made if and only if the opponent
does not play optimally.
Lemma 2: When both players make optimal moves and each
player takes each corner, there is no reason to continue the
game with two neutral points.
Proof. When both players make optimal moves, the game
infinitely returns to Figure 1.d.2. There is no reason to
continue the game. Therefore, it is legitimate to end the game
when two neutral points exist on the board.
Corollary 6: Both players form no territory when they play
optimally, and the game is over. Refer to Figure 3.a.
Corollary 7 (Pass on a 2x2 board): Passing on the first move
of a game does not affect the game’s result if and only if both
players play optimally. However, passing on the second move
of the game may result in losing the game if the opponent
gains two eyes by playing diagonally from the first move.
Definition 14 (Suicide move): A stone commits suicide when it
is placed on a play point with no liberty but this move does not
remove the last liberty of the opponent’s group, resulting in a
capture of the group. A suicide move is illegal.
Definition 15 (Compensation): Compensation refers to the
points given to white to cancel out black’s advantage of taking
the first move when an even game ends. It is called Dum,
Komi, and Tie Mu in Korean, Japanese, and Chinese,
respectively.

Theorem 1: The compensation for white on a 2x2 Go board is
zero.
Proof. Compensation refers to the points given to white to
cancel out black’s advantage of taking the first move when an
even game ends (Definition 15). A player cannot make an eye
on a 2x2 board when both players play optimally because of
the rule to play alternately (Lemma 1). When both players
make optimal moves and each player takes each corner, there
is no reason to continue the game with two neutral points
(Lemma 2). Neither player forms a territory when they play
optimally, and the game is over (Corollary 6). Therefore,
white requires no compensation.
C. 2x2 Go game tree
A complete game tree of a 2x2 board for a starting move on
the left bottom play point (Figure 1.c.1) is depicted in Figure
2. This figure represents only one-fourth of the game tree
when both players play randomly and all the bottom states in
the figure are recurring states. This figure is presented to
emphasize the fact that a 2x2 game tree is not trivial.
Figure 3 extracts meaningful moves. Figure 3.a. illustrates
both players playing optimally, which results in a draw of a
game regardless of territory or area rules. This substantiates
Corollary 6. Figure 3.b. and 3.c., respectively, are the cases in
which black and white play optimally according to territory
rules while the opponent plays randomly. We chose to use
territory rules in consideration of the amount of work
necessary to examine both rules.
In Figure 3.b., black wins by forming two eyes when
white’s first move is not optimal. The game ends because no
suicide move is allowed, according to Definition 14. If white
moves optimally, the game is either a draw or returns to its
beginning status. The recurrent state marked by a circle must
not be confused with a repeated board status, which is
prohibited. A repeated board status may result in mutual life
(Big in Korean, Seki in Japanese, and Gonghuo in Chinese).
This status occurs because any other move results in losing the
game, so both players cannot help repeating the board status
infinitely. Unlike the mutual life status, the recurring state
allows the possibility for other moves. Therefore, the game
continues after returning to the top of the game tree.
In Figure 3.c., the terminal states for white are either to win
or draw a game. It is also possible to return to the top of the
game tree (marked with a circle). Black’s first move includes a
pass. In this case, the sub-tree is identical to Figure 3.b. when
the stone color switches from black to white and vice versa.

One difference is that white’s pass results in a draw, but this is
not white’s optimal move because white has a chance to win
by continuing the game. The other difference is that the
branches on the right bottom (emphasized with a dashed box)
look slightly different. The part omitted by using an equal sign
or rotation invariance in Figure 3.b. is explicitly illustrated in
Figure 3.c. Rotation invariance is a property of a board status
that rotates and flips the status results in the identical end state.
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Figure 3. Selected game trees in which (a) both players play optimally, (b)
black plays optimally while white plays randomly, (c) white plays optimally
while black plays randomly. Note that (b) and (c) follow territory rules.

Figure 2. A complete game tree of a 2x2 board for a starting move on the left bottom play point (Figure 1.c.a). The board statuses in the bottom of the tree are
recurring states that return to one of the states in the tree. This is only one-fourth of the complete game tree of a 2x2 board. The rest of the game tree is
omitted because of space and time limitations.

III. CELLULAR SIMULTANEOUS RECURRENT
NETWORK
A. Conventional cellular simultaneous recurrent network
A CSRN is a neural network architecture that consists of
SRNs in the cellular structure. Each SRN or cell is
interconnected with the neighboring cells. This internal
structure provides a framework that allows SRNs in the
system to share their outputs throughout the system.
Figure 4 illustrates the general architecture of a CSRN
system, and Figure 4.a. shows the cellular architecture. Cells
are connected vertically and horizontally. As illustrated in
Figure 4.d., each cell has a neural network whose output is fed
back to its input. Our choice for the neural network is the
popular MLP. The timing of when the neural network output is
sent out to the cell determines the overall structure of the cell.
If the feedback is iterated only once, the cell is a recurrent
network. Multiple iterations make the cell an SRN. Eight
inputs, excluding the bias, are presented to the neural network
because four neighboring cells pass a pair of data. The input
flow from the neighboring cells is depicted in Figure 4.b. The
raw input to a cell n is xn, and the cell output is yn. We label the
center cell zero and continue to label clockwise from the top.
Note that a pair (xn, yn) is an element of the system’s input and
output, too. Figure 4.b. shows the input flows from
neighboring cells, but the cell receiving the flows also passes a
pair of its raw input and cell output to the neighboring cells.
Figure 4.c. shows that the center cell receives pairs of data
from neighboring cells and sends its own pair of data to them.

Visualizing the data flow in 3D helps to clarify the overall
data flow. Consider Figures 4.c. and 5 together in order to
understand how CSRN operates. In Figure 5, a batch of
training input planes is provided to the system, which is
illustrated as a grid of cells connected vertically and
horizontally. We call a matrix of inputs to the system an input
plane to emphasize the fact that the raw input data forms a
layer in the entire training data set. Given the batch of input
planes, the corresponding batch of output planes are given out
at each epoch of the training process. In Figure 5, only a batch
of output planes is presented for simplicity. With this training
process in mind, turn again to Figure 4.c. Imagine that the raw
input to the cell comes from the bottom, and the neighboring
cells pass their raw inputs and the current cell outputs to the
side. This data exchange occurs at the cellular level at each
epoch. The neural network in Figure 4.d. computes all the
received data, iterates its output several times, and then
outputs the last neural network input outside the cell, which is
the cell output. This process occurs in all the cells of the
system simultaneously, making the CSRN architecture quite
complex.

Figure 5. The big picture of the learning process over time.

Figure 4.(a) The general cellular architecture of a CSRN system, (b)the input
data from neighboring cells to a single cell,(c)the structure of a single cell
with emphasis on the input-output flows, (d) the structure of a single cell from
the neural network’s perspective.

B. Modified cellular simultaneous recurrent network
Our problem is to learn the optimal moves in the 2x2 game
tree. Therefore, the general CSRN architecture is reduced to a
2x2 cell architecture, as presented in Figure 6.a. Each cell has
two neighboring cells; thus, there exist the following six
neural network inputs, excluding the bias (Figure 6.b.): the
cell’s raw input x, the neighbors’ raw input xn1 and xn2, the
cell’s recurrent output yi+1, and the neighbors’ feedback
outputs yn1 and yn2. An index i is added to emphasize the
internal loop within the cell. The conventional CSRN does not

have the normalized input dimension reduction (NIDR) in
Figure 6.b., and all six inputs are fed directly to the neural
network.

IV. CELLULAR PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
The PSO algorithm should be modified to fit into the CSRN
framework. We propose a cellular PSO in Equations (1)-(6). It
takes a divide-and-conquer approach to discover the desired
weights for all the cells distributed throughout the topology.
The total number of particles in the system Np is the sum of the
number of particles in all cells.

Np =

N c −1

∑N

(1)

p ,c

c =0

Figure 6. (a,b) Proposed modified CSRN for the 2x2 Go board.(c) an error
floor in the learning curve caused by the multi-valued function problem.

Applying the conventional CSRN fails to solve our
problem. Rather, the learning curve hits an error floor, as
illustrated in Figure 6.c. In other words, it does not converge
to a target error, which is very small; instead, it converges to a
much higher error than the target. An analysis of this
phenomenon reveals that the conventional architecture suffers
from the multi-valued function problem. A neural network is a
function approximator. A function is one-to-one
correspondence between the input and the output. The
CSRN’s training data is a function in that an input plane is
mapped to an output plane. Namely, there exists one-to-one
correspondence between a batch of input planes and a batch of
output planes. However, one-to-one correspondence between a
batch of neural network inputs in a cell and a batch of outputs
is impeded because of the CSRN’s internal structure. Some
data exhibit one-to-many correspondence, which is a multivalued function. A multi-valued function is not a function in a
strict sense, so this name is a misnomer. Therefore, a neural
network is prone to more errors than the samples with one-tomany correspondence. The scope of this paper does not allow
for a detailed discussion of this issue.
In order to overcome this problem, we introduce two
techniques: ternary coding of the Go board’s representation
and a normalized input dimension reduction. The former is a
technique that changes the numerical mapping of the Go
board’s stones or symbols to a ternary number. A popular Go
board representation is to map black, empty, and white stones
to some combination of (-1,0,1). For example, black, empty,
and white are mapped to (1,0,-1), while our mapping is (2,1,0).
Converting a board’s status to a ternary number enables us to
employ other techniques used in the ternary world. This
perspective change introduces the next. The normalized input
dimension reduction converts a ternary number to a decimal
number normalized to the range of [0,1]. The byproduct of this
technique is the reduced complexity of the CSRN structure.
Without the technique, a neural network in a cell takes seven
inputs, including the bias; with the technique, it takes only
three inputs, resulting in fewer synaptic weights. This savings
is seen in the number of total cells, which is four in our case
because there are four cells in the CSRN.

where Np,c is the number of particles in cell c, and Nc is the total
number of cells. We allocate the particles equally to the cells
for simplicity. That is,

N p ,c =

Np

(2)

Nc

The domain size dc of each PSO in all cells is equal to the
number of weights Nw,c in the corresponding cell.

d c = N w, c

∀c ∈ C

(3)

where c is the cell index, and C is the set of cells.
In all the cells, each PSO is trained by Equations (4)-(6).
We introduce an activation delta function δa in Equation (6).
The cell is activated or awake when it needs to be trained;
otherwise, it hibernates.

xc , p = xc , p + vc , p
vc, p = δ a {wc vc, p + cc,1rand ()( pbest c, p − xc, p )
+ cc, 2 rand ()( gbestc − xc , p )}
⎧1, if the cell is active.
otherwise
⎩0,

δa = ⎨

(4)

(5)

(6)

where xc,p and vc,p are the location and the velocity of particle
p in cell c; wc, cc,1, and cc,2 are the design parameters; rand() is
a uniform random variable distributed over [0,1]; and pbestc,p
and gbestc are the particle best for particle p and the global
best for all the particles in cell c, respectively. Equations (4)
and (5) are the velocity update equations based on [14,15].
Hibernation may save a significant amount of
computational resources when a cell reaches its target.
However, the hibernating cell must awaken when a
neighboring cell’s output changes.
V. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION, RESULTS, AND
DISCUSSIONS

A. Configuration
Our modified CSRN trained with cellular PSO learns the
optimal moves for black on a 2x2 Go board. Tables I and II
summarize our simulation configurations. Note the inertia
parameter for PSO is set to 0.2 because little change in PSO
location is desirable. Managing the clocks needed for

simulation, the internal and external clocks, is tricky. The
internal clock is the time clock used to iterate the feedback
output within a cell. This clock is similar to the time stamp
used in training conventional neural networks, such as MLP.
While the internal clock is at the cell level, the external clock
is at the system level. All the cells output and exchange pairs
of data with neighbors in reference to the external clock.
Conceptually, all the cells compute simultaneously, so their
data exchange must be synchronized appropriately. We
carefully chose the training data. The current board status is an
input plane to the CSRN, and the desired board status is the
output plane. For black, a batch of training data is taken from
Figure 3.b. The initial neural network weights follow a
uniform distribution between [0,1].
TABLE I. SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS FOR CSRN
4
Number of cells NC
Data representation/data offset value
Ternary/1.0
Activation function (most layers/output layer)
Tansig/modulo-3
Tansig slope parameter/ initial cell output value
1.0/1.0
Number of neurons in hidden layer/output layer
7/1
Number of weights NW,C
56

this process. Both the neural network structure and the PSO
design parameters should match in order to achieve this
accuracy.
Figure 7.a. presents the system-level training result. The
cell-level training result is presented in Figure 7.b., which also
shows two types of learning curves. The bigger learning curve
is a cell error for the external loop, and the smaller one is for
the loop within a cell. The latter is presented to demonstrate
the simultaneous part of the SRN, which facilitates learning.
The first three samples in the former learning curve
correspond to the samples at the internal clock settings 0, 5,
and 10 of the latter curve. For example, cell 1’s initial error is
8 in both learning curves. After five iterations within a cell
(smaller curve), the cell error decreases to one, which is shown
at no=1 in the bigger curve and at ni=5 in the smaller curve.
The cell errors at no in Figure 7.b. add up to the system error at
no in Figure 7.a.

TABLE II. CONFIGURATION FOR CELLULAR PSO
Target error (system/cell)
0.0/0.0
Maximum iterations for the outer/inner loop
100/5
Particle size NP/NP,C
40/10
Design parameters WC /CC,1/CC,2
0.20/2.0/2.0
Range of XC,P / Initial value for VC,P
[-100.0,100.0]/10-15

B. Performance metric
Cell error en ,c of cell c at time n is the overall error between
the target cell output Tn,pc and the estimated cell output T̂n,pc for
all the output planes. We chose an absolute error, which makes
it is easier to assess the amount of cell errors than the mean
squared error.
Np

en ,c =

∑T

p
n ,c

− T̂np,c

(7)

p =1

where p is an index for an output plane, and Np is the total
number of output planes.
The system error

en at time n is the sum of all cell errors for

the system. That is,
en =

N c −1

N c −1 N p

c =0

c =0 p =1

∑

en,c =

∑∑ T

p
n ,c

− Tˆ np,c

(8)

C. Selected result
Due to the space limitations of this paper, we present only
one of the simulation results, which explains CSRN’s
properties well. Figure 7.a. shows a successful training of
black’s optimal game tree. We trained the CSRN so that the
optimal game tree for black could be learned with a system
error of zero. In Go, accuracy is important because a single
mistake may lead to losing a game. Training a CSRN to
achieve a system error of zero is the most challenging part of

Figure 7. Learning curves for the 2x2 CSRN. (a) The system error with respect
to the external loop no, (b) cell errors for the external and internal loops no
and ni, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes our thorough theoretical study of a 2x2
Go case. Based on the outcome, we propose a modified CSRN
trained with cellular PSO that learns the optimal moves of the
2x2 game tree. The supervisory signal for the CSRN is
constructed from the game tree.
The conventional CSRN suffers from a multi-valued
function problem. A neural network learns a function whose
input and output is in one-to-one correspondence. The CSRN
architecture takes the neighboring cells’ output as a feedback
input, along with raw input data. This structure converts the
input and output blocks of a CSRN that is in one-to-one
correspondence into one that is in one-to-many
correspondence from the internal cell’s (or neural network’s)
perspective. The term multi-valued function is a misnomer as
it is not a function in a strict sense.
We overcome the problem by introducing two techniques:
ternary coding of the Go board representation and a

normalized input dimension reduction. The former is a
technique that changes the numerical mapping of a Go board’s
stone or symbol into a ternary number. One perspective
change introduces the next. The normalized input dimension
reduction converts a ternary number to a decimal number
normalized to the range of [0,1]. The byproduct of this
technique is the reduced complexity of the CSRN structure.
Without the technique, a neural network in a cell takes seven
inputs, including the bias; with the technique, it takes only
three inputs, resulting in fewer synaptic weights. The
simulation results show that the optimal game tree of a 2x2 Go
board is trained successfully with cellular PSO. Each cell’s
internal loops facilitate learning the training data, and the outer
loop of the CSRN is synchronized at each epoch in order to
feed cells’ outputs back to cells’ inputs at the next epoch. The
number of total epochs required to finish the CSRN training
varies because of the random nature in which PSO explores
the problem space.

[6]

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH

[14]

Even given the importance of the results presented in this
paper, this work can be extended further. Examples of future
research directions are to compare the cellular PSO to other
population-based training algorithms, such as evolutionary
algorithms, to implement this work in general-purpose
graphics processing units, and to replace the supervisory
signal with a temporal difference signal in order to learn a
larger board size.
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